... from Design to Implementation

Wear-resistant carbide and ceramic products
LPT is a member of the WALLRAM Group. The international Group is active in the
manufacturing of forming dies (in particular, those made from carbide and ceramic) for
various industries as well as grinding machines and grinding technology.
Our tool production primarily focuses on metal packaging, which LPT supplies to industries
worldwide. LPT’s history begins as a specialist for ceramic components. Today LPT is an
acknowledged supplier of tooling from carbide, ceramic and tool steel to the industry.
Our products are used wherever precision, wear resistance, and reliability are required.

More precision + more reliability = less wear
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Precision is our tradition
Our state-of-the-art processing equipment feature innovative grinding technology; our
highly-qualified employees produce custom-made components for utilization in highspeed and precision forming processes.
Our customers have benefited from our passion for engineering and production since
years. We focus on customer satisfaction, precision, quality, and sustainability. All LPT
employees are passionate about these goals.

Great customer service + great quality = great reliability
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What LPT represents
✔ Absolute customer orientation when it comes to the development, production,

and sale of our products and services
✔ Quality, precision, and reliability of products and service
✔ Establishment of long-term partnerships with customers and suppliers
✔ Appreciation of employees as human beings and key factors in our success
✔ Commitment to sustainability and conservation of resources in all areas

LPT - living up to our values
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Tool construction for enhanced production output
Our goal: We contribute to our customers’ success.
Our development process ensures the successful design of our tool systems.
Highly qualified employees and high-performance machinery ensure – with high precision –
the quality of LPT tools.
The entire production process is evaluated together with our customers, which results in
optimized and improved production output.

LPT - developing solutions
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Production and quality
Production is the core of LPT: Many years of experience and extensive know-how with
regard to tool manufacturing combined with innovative machines that were partly codeveloped with consideration of their applications set a high standard that benefits
our customers.
The heart of production lies in the areas of grinding and measurement technology.
We consistently orient ourselves to our customers’ needs by combining competence and
responsibility, working in networks, preventing errors and communicating in a transparent
manner. We continously improve our products and processes.

LPT – producing added value
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Carbide and ceramic

Wear-resistant materials
Application-specific materials, such as carbide and technical ceramic, play an important economic role in highwear forming processes. Components made from these
materials are extremely firm and durable, and they
reduce retooling and servicing times for fast production
cycles to a minimum.
The production of components and tools made from
these materials requires a high level of expertise and
technical prerequisites. Additionally, regular communication with our customers ensures reliable service and
successful cooperation.

In-depth expertise + close communication =
greater cost-effective applications
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CAN-Tooling
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The can tooling experts
A large variety of metal packaging is available. Whether two-piece or three-piece can, in
the form of a tube or bottle: LPT provides the right tools for the can-manufacturing process.
The high quality and wear resistance of LPT tools contribute to a reduction of production
costs by extending service life and reducing scrap.
The comprehensive regrinding service increases the tool life cycle and, thus, supports
sustainable and environmentally friendly production.

LPT - shaping your packaging
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CAN-Tooling
the tools

Thanks to our vast experience, we can support our
customers at all stages of the metal packaging
production process - from design and development to
support and troubleshooting.

CUPPER

BLANK & DRAW DIE
Tool steel with
carbide insert

CUT EDGE
Tool steel with
carbide insert
DRAW PAD
Tool steel with
carbide insert
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CUPPER PUNCH
Tool steel or carbide /
ceramic with steel insert

KNOCK OUT SLEEVE
Ceramic / carbide /
steel

NECKER

BODYMAKER
DOME DIE
Tool steel

CLAMP RING
Tool steel with carbide /
ceramic insert

NECKING DIE
Ceramic / carbide / steel

REDRAW DIE
Tool steel with carbide insert
REDRAW SLEEVE
Tool steel fitted with
carbide / ceramic

IRONING DIE
Tool steel with carbide insert

PUNCH
Standard carbide /
light-weight carbide

Please refer to www.liebpt.com for additional products and information
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We place great emphasis on environmental protection,
sustainability, and resource conservation
Sustainability is a pivotal element of our corporate policy:
✔ High quality and precision of products increase service life and reduce scrap during
production for our customers.
✔ The renew service allows for the maximum use of tools over a considerably extended
period of time – and prevents unnecessary waste.
✔ Waste from our own production has been reduced to a minimum. Waste that arises
is mainly recycled. If recycling is not possible, the waste is exclusively disposed of by
certified partners.
✔ We ensure the use of energy-efficient technology.

LPT - sustainable and environmentally friendly
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Tool-Service
LPT’s Tool-Service starts from Tool Design.
Our engineering staff has a unique knowledge that encompasses can manufacturing, tool design and
material sciences. With this we have the ability to provide your “Design to Implementation” needs.
The Tool – Development includes engineering support along the way: Starting from rework programs
to extend tooling life to troubleshooting not just tooling problems but also quality, productivity,
spoilage and cost problems.
LPT provides the Tool – Precision to meet the continuous efforts to run faster, reduce costs and
optimize metal utilization in the can.
Our employees are committed to delivering Quality Tooling and the feedback from our customers is
proof: “What do you guys do different? We put your tooling in and it runs!”

Better Tool Service + application support = greater customer benefit

TOOLDESIGN

TOOLSERVICE

TOOLDEVELOPMENT

TOOLPRECISION

TOOLRENEWSERVICE
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SUCCESS FACTORS
1

2

PRECISION

QUALITY

We deliver highest precision
within the tightest tolerances.
Precision that is indicated in
microns demands the highest
manufacturing and test engineering standards. LPT distinguishes
itself with this knowledge and
makes no compromises in this
regard. LPT embodies this holistic
view of customer service.

LPT incorporates quality.
Quality is the core element of
LPT’s corporate philosophy.
High-quality equipment and
comprehensive resources for
quality assurance ensure the
quality of the products in
the μ area.

LPT – μ precision

LPT – documented precision

Continuity and reliability in a business
partnership are key factors in today‘s
constantly changing economic environment.
Our five success factors – which represent our promise to our customers –
guarantee successful cooperation.
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LEAN PHILOSOPHY

MATERIALS

SUSTAINABILITY

In order to pursue the idea of
operational excellence, continuous improvement is a key
component of LPT’s pursuit of
implementation of LEAN systems,
such as VSM, 5S, TPM, Zero Loss,
and SMED.
In today’s challenging economy,
it is essential for LPT to operate
in a proactive manner.

Differents types of Carbide,
Technical Ceramic and Tool Steel
are selected and used in various
compositions and in a solutionoriented manner.

Environmental protection, sustainability, and conservation of
resources are fundamental topics
in our society.
In order to fulfill our responsibility, LPT has developed end-to-end
concepts for our products and
production.

LPT - continuous improvement

LPT – material experts

LPT - sustainable and environmentally conscious
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LIEB PRECISION TOOL INC.
Colorado Springs
CO 80916 USA
Tel.: + 1 719 355 2600
Fax.: +1 719 596 3019
sales @ liebpt.com
www.liebpt.com

Member of

